Mark of the Betrayer Add-ons for Always Summer
By
Pat Ransom, aka Chimneyfish, aka Ransom
Introduction
With the Mark of the Betrayer (NX1) expansion, Obsidian added and changed a few things that
affect how my Always Summer package looks in the game. This set of add-ons expands the
Always Summer package to deal with those changes. Before using any of these files, you should
already be familiar with the basic Always Summer package, found here:
http://nwvault.ign.com/View.php?view=NWN2HakpaksOriginal.Detail&id=138
With the NX1 expansion, Obsidian did the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gave us a number of new clothing and armor styles (including changing the warlock
armor)
Gave us some new companions to adventure with
Changed most of the PC heads (I think to make them more detailed)
Added new races

Each of these changes has implications for playing the expansion with the Always Summer
package. I’ve come up with some fixes/expansions for several of these and there is a folder in
the archive you just downloaded associated with each fix. The sections below explain what each
folder does in terms of dealing with the NX1 changes above. You can choose which fixes you
want or need. Just copy the appropriate folders into your My Documents/Neverwinter Nights
2/override directory.
If a fix isn’t satisfactory and you have an idea about how to make it better, please post a
comment. If I can do anything to improve it, I’ll try. Of course, you could always choose not to
use the Always Summer package while playing NX1 … no one’s forcing you …
1. Expansion to deal with the new clothing and armor styles (Folder name: AS NX1
Clothing – Female)
The files in this folder add summer versions of three new PC wearable outfits that were added
with the expansion. So far, I’ve adapted these outfits for females only. Male outfits might come
later, but I haven’t even done male armor for the base Always Summer package yet, so it might
be a while …
The files in this folder also change the female warlock armor back to its original appearance,
showing a little skin. Obsidian changed the warlock armor with NX1, probably to deal with
issues caused by the new races and heads. I’m not sure how my solution to this will work with
other fixes for the warlock armor that others have released. If you have one of those fixes in
your override at the same time as this, you may get odd results when wearing the warlock armor.

Like the base Always Summer package, there are two versions available:
1. The Replacing version, which overrides almost all of the Obsidian clothing and armor
models with their summer counterparts. If you put this in your override directory,
creatures of playable races (including your PC and companions) in every module you
play (including the OC) will be dressed for summer. This may or may not be something
you want, so I leave the decision to you.
2. The Nonreplacing version, which allows you to use both the default Obsidian models and
their summer counterparts at the same time. This could be useful if you are a module
builder who wants NPC’s to change clothes with the seasons, or if you just want to use
these models without affecting everything else.
Depending on which one you want, put the replacing or non-replacing models subfolder in your
override. In either case, you also need the textures folder.
There are screen shots of the new outfits at the end of this document. As a note, Obsidian
actually included more than three new outfits in the expansion, but most of these are not useable
by PCs and only appear on a few NPCs (e.g., the witches, Rashemani commoners, etc.). If
there’s really enough demand, I might be convinced to adapt some of those NPC outfits, too …
2. Fix for the NX1 Companions (Folder name: AS NX1 Companions Fix)
NX1 includes three human/humanoid companions. Unfortunately, two of these companions
(Kaelyn and Gann) have white skin and blue heads when wearing Always Summer outfits! The
files in this folder fix that problem to the best of my ability (see screenshots just below). If
Kaeyln and Gann have already appeared in your game, unfortunately, these fixes won’t work. If
you start a new game, the fixes will work. There may be a way to get the fixes working in a
saved game, but I haven’t figured it out yet. Suggestions are welcome.
The files in this folder also include a small edit to Safiya’s head texture to make the seam
between her skin and her body a little less obvious. It’s not perfect, but I think it looks better
than it did (see my discussion about heads below). This fix will work in a saved game.
As a note, I don’t think Gann’s new skin color in this fix is perfect, but it’s the best I could come
up with after several hours of experimenting. Gann should be wearing armor most of the time
anyway, so maybe it’s not that big a deal, but suggestions are welcome.

Kaeyln before and after:

Gann before and after:

3. The new PC heads don’t match the skin (Sorry, no fix for this)
Even before NX1, the base skin color of the PC heads varied depending on which head you
chose. Thus, depending on which head and which additional skin color you chose, the match
between skin color on your PC’s head and your PC’s body has never been perfect. (The
difference also depends on the lighting conditions of the area your PC is in, too.) The new heads
make this more noticeable. Short of replacing every head texture in the game with something
bland, there’s not a lot I can do about this. This is the reason, I think, that Obsidian eliminated
the skin in the warlock armor. They couldn’t get the skin to match for every race, head, and skin
color combination, either.
The good news is, for most races, there’s at least one head and skin color combination I’ve found
that, in my opinion, looks acceptable while playing. For humans, I think head number 4 looks
pretty good with most of the character creation skin colors. The best suggestion I can make is,
when creating your character, experiment with head selection and skin colors until you get
something you can live with (you can flip back and forth between appearance and class selection
to see the results).
The big exception to this is the gensai races, which I discuss below.
4. Fix for the Gensai races (Folder: AS NX1 Gensai Fix)
Many of the gensai (particularly the fire gensai) look just plain terrible in Always Summer
outfits. The files in this folder put the gensai back in Obsidian default clothing, while keeping
the new clothes for the other races. I recommend putting this folder in your override if you are
playing a gensai PC and your character looks ridiculous in Always Summer clothes. If you
aren’t playing a gensai PC, you probably don’t need this. I’m most of the way through Act II of
NX1 and I’ve seen only one NPC gensai.
Unfortunately, this fix involves an edit to the appearance.2da file, so it can conflict with other
fun stuff you might have in your override. If you’re having problems getting this fix to work,
look for other files called appearance.2da in your override and get rid of them.
Credits
•
•
•
•

Jester’s NWC, the basis for most of the female models
Zylch’s Female Nude Base v0.3, the basis of a couple of the female models, and of
Jester’s NWC
RunnerDuck’s MDB Cloner, which made doing this much, much easier (Gensai fix
would have been impossible without this)
ShadowAvatar87’s Sexy OC, which gave me the idea for this in the first place

Outfits Included in this Package
The pages below show example pictures comparing the original Obsidian NX1 models to those in this
package, along with details about each outfit. The outfits shown are default items (e.g., Wizard’s Robe)
compared with their counterparts using the Replacing version of Always Summer. I didn’t bother taking
screenshots of the uti examples that come with the Non-replacing version. You’ll have to open the game
and follow the instructions above, or use the toolset, to take a look at those.
Cloth 29
Obsidian Original

Filenames1
Toolset Selection2
Used By3
Credits

1

Always Summer Replacement

P_xxF_CL_Body30 (replacing), P_xxF_CL_Body30 (nonreplacing)
Cloth 29 (replacing), Cloth 129 (nonreplacing)
Red Wizard Robes, Red Wizard Garb, Safiya’s Robe
Built using Jester’s NWC

xx here is HH for humans, halflings, and planetouched, EE for elves. There are multiple files for each (model, diffuse texture, normal texture,
and tint map).
2
This is the selection number you use to get the model in the toolset.
3
Applies to the Replacing version only. This is a list of items provided in the default toolset palette that use the model. The italicized items
are those pictured in the screenshots.

Chain 5
Obsidian Original

Filenames1
Toolset Selection2
Used By3
Credits

1

Always Summer Replacement

P_xxF_CH_Body06 (replacing), P_xxF_CH_Body106 (nonreplacing)
Chain 5 (replacing), Chain 105 (nonreplacing)
Eveningchain, Rashemi Berserker Chain
Built using Jester’s NWC

xx here is HH for humans, halflings, and planetouched, EE for elves. There are multiple files for each (model, diffuse texture, normal texture,
and tint map).
2
This is the selection number you use to get the model in the toolset.
3
Applies to the Replacing version only. This is a list of items provided in the default toolset palette that use the model. The italicized items
are those pictured in the screenshots.

Hide 3
Obsidian Original

Filenames1
Toolset Selection2
Used By3
Credits

1

Always Summer Replacement

P_xxF_HD_Body04 (replacing), P_xxF_HD_Body104 (nonreplacing)
Hide 3 (replacing), Hide 103 (nonreplacing)
Spirit Shaman’s Outfit, Thasunta Hide, Gann
Built using Jester’s NWC

xx here is HH for humans, halflings, and planetouched, EE for elves. There are multiple files for each (model, diffuse texture, normal texture,
and tint map).
2
This is the selection number you use to get the model in the toolset.
3
Applies to the Replacing version only. This is a list of items provided in the default toolset palette that use the model. The italicized items
are those pictured in the screenshots.

